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Trustee Spot 
Up For Grabs
Spock Speaks Out: Noted pediatrician and po litica l activist
Benjamin Spock (I.) spoke in L ife  Hall cafeteria last Friday. Spock, a presidential 
candidate fo r the People's Party, to ld  the crow d that his pa rty  does n o t see any great 
difference between President Richard N ixon and Senator George McGovern. Spock is 
the second presidential candidate run by the People's Party, which was formed 
several years ago o f independant po litica l groups. Below, MSC President Thomas H. 
Richardson listens to Spock along w ith the group o f several hundred students who 
gathered to hear the lecture.
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photo  by Guy Ball.
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---------------- datebook
TODAY, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26
MOVIE. "Bunny Lake is Missing" will be shown at noon in Ballroom B of the 
Student Center. •
CINA. Meeting at 3 pm in the fourth floor meeting room of the Student Center. 
CLUB. Meeting at 4 pm in Ballroom B of the Student Center.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION. Planning Board meeting at 6 pm in the old SGA office, 
floor of life hall.
WVMS. Meeting at 7 pm in the fourth floor meeting room of the Student Center. 
LASO. Meeting at 7:30 pm in the Alumni Lounge, second floor of Life Hall.
FIELD HOCKEY. MSC vs. Trenton State at 4 pm, away.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
TRACK. MSC vs U.S. Military Academy at 4 pm, away.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
DANCE. Sponsored by Kappa Celpha Psi at 8 pm in the Student Center Ballroom. 
FOOTBALL. MSC vs. Southern Connecticut State at 1:30 pm, away.
SOCCER. MSC vs. Storey Brook State at 2 pm, home.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 30
HALLOWEEN PARTY. CLUB sponsors a Halloween coffee house at 7:30 pm in Life 
Hall cafeteria.
DISCUSSION. An EOZ discussion on spiritism and witchcraft in Alumni Lounge, 
second floor of Life Hall.
MOVIE. "Flash Gordon I I I"  will be shown at noon and at 1 pm in Ballroom B of the 
Student Center.
Shades of ’48
Schlesinger Sees
Nixon Upset
Arthur Schlesinger, speaking at MSC on Oct. 16, predicted an 
upset victory for Senator George McGovern, Democratic presidential 
nominee. Schlesinger also spoke on the main issues of the election 
which he said were the economy, foreign policy and the moral tone 
of the country.
Schlesinger, remarking that McGovern "has a good chance of 
winning," discounted the Democratic nominee's standing in the 
polls. He drew historical parallels between the Truman-Dewey 
presidential campaign of 1952 and suggested similar results in this 
election. He believes the polls are not necessarily accurate indicators 
of the electorate's true mood since McGovern consistantly attracts 
large gatherings.
According to Schlesinger, the major polls show that the electorate 
agrees more on the issues with McGovern than with Nixon. Asked if 
he felt these election results would mimic 1952, he hesitated a 
moment and answered, " I hope."
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
MOVIE. "The Mummy's Hand" will be shown at noon in Ballroom B of the Student 
Center.
CLUB. Meeting at 4 pm in the conference room of the Student Center.
FASHION SHOW. Ski Club meeting and fashion show by Ski Barn at 4 pm in 
Ballroom B of the Student Center.
BUSINESS CLUB. Halloween party at 9 pm in Life Hall cafeteria.
SOCCER. MSC vs. Trenton State at 8 pm, home.
FIELD HOCKEY. MSC vs. William Paterson at 3:30 pm, away.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
MOVIE. "Flash Gordon IV "  will be shown at noon in Ballroom B of the Student 
Center
FIELD HOCKEY. MSC vs. Bergen Community College at 3:30 pm, away.
STATING THA T the nation's "prosperity" was confronted with 
inflation or high employment, Schlesinger contended that Nixon 
chose to fight inflation through job cutbacks since the 
unemployment rate has risen from 3 1/2% to 3 1/2% under Nixon.
» McGovern's tax reform program and plans for government work 
service programs to cut unemployment are the answer, Schlesinger 
remarked.
Schlesinger called Vietnam the primary foreign policy issue. The 
Thieu government, Schlesinger felt, was not worth continued 
support through bombing. However, he believed, McGovern's 
proposed military spending cutbacks and troop withdrawals would 
not isolate us.
"In  fact," stated Schlesinger, "we are more isolated from the rest 
of the world now due to Nixon" because of his support of 
dictatorships.
Newsletter Formed
BSCU
By Kathy Czado
S ta ff Writer
T h e  B la c k  S tu d e n t  
Cooperative Union's newsletter 
"Strive" is concerned with 
"some local news, some campus 
and community news, articles 
th a t students submit and 
poetry," according to Karen 
Thompson, BSCU president.
The BSCU, formed in Sept. 
1972, sponsors workshops, 
movies and cultural events 
geared toward black culture.
'Strives’ To
communicate to the black 
people as a whole.
The BSCU is recruiting 
individuals who are interested in 
graphics, creative writing, news 
reporting and poetry. "Even 
rebuttals on previously written 
articles in the newsletter are 
welcome," Thompson said.
Thompson added that after 
the f irs t  n ew s le tte r was 
published, a group of students 
went to Sam Crane, SGA 
president and complained that
Inform
«
they thought the newsletter was 
"racist." The only comment 
Thompson gave on that subject 
was, " I f  you have any 
complaints, come talk to us."
"Strive," published once a 
month, states its purpose: "We 
also feel that one of the basic 
ingred ients in keeping an 
o rg an iza tion  together and 
fu n c tio n in g  is: fa ith , in 
ourselves, our leaders, our 
people and the successful 
execution of our purpose(s)."
The black students of 
M o n tc la i r  S tate College  
originally started an organization 
called BOSS (Black Organization 
for Success in Society). After an 
analysis of BOSS'S previous 
faults and revision took place, 
the BSCU emerged as an 
organization whose sole purpose 
was to inform, to serve, and to
TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128 page, mail order catalog ol 2,300 
quality termpapers Enclose $1.00 to 
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024  
(213)477 8474 • 477-5493
"We need a local salesman"
Students International
Meditation Society
presents a lecture on the technique of
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by 
Maharishi 
Mahesh 
Yogi
Spontaneously develops full creative intelligence. 
Provides deep rest for increased energy in daily life. 
Unfolds life to a natural state of freedom.
Wed. Nov. 1st. 8 pm Mallory 154
Also every Weds. SIMS; 109 Valley Road 746-2120
SCHLESINGER ACCUSED the Nixon administration of being 
scandal-ridden citing such examples as the ITT and Watergate 
incidents. Schlesinger, formerly an advisor to Presidents Kennedy 
and Johnson remarked, "Never under two previous democratic 
administrations were there such widespread examples of 
corruption."
"The problems," stated the Pulitzer Prize winner, "are not the 
fault of the Republicans or the Democrats. The impact of science 
and technology have had a drastic effect on society." He feels 
politics is only a partial answer; however political leadership can set 
the goals and the tone of the future.
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Youth Fatally Stabbed On-Campus
By M. J. Smith
S ta ff Writer
A 19 year-old youth was 
fatally stabbed in front of 
Sprague Library early Sunday. 
The victim, Guy Ennis of 25
Cross S t., Montclair, died 
M o n d a y  a f t e r n o o n  in  
M o u n t a in s id e  H o s p ita l,  
Montclair. He was not an MSC 
student.
According to the Montclair
police, a prowl car reported at 
2 :1 0  am that they were 
escorting a car to Mountainside. 
The occupants of the car told 
the police that Ennis was injured 
on the Montclair State campus.
The Montclair police then 
informed the Little Falls police.
T h e  P a s s a ic  C o u n ty  
Prosecutor's Office is conducting 
the investigation with the aid of 
th e  L i t t l e  Falls Police  
Department. Sprague Library is 
legally located in Little Falls.
ANOTHER U N ID EN TIFIED
youth is reported to have been 
injured around the legs with a 
broken bottle, according to 
Keith Kauffman, MSC director 
of safety and security.
"No one at the college knew 
that anything had happened 
until the Little Falls police 
called Sunday," commented 
Vincent Calabrese, MSC vice 
president o f business and 
finance.
"Even then it was an assault. 
The case really didn't become 
vital until the young man's death 
on M o n d a y ,”  Calabrese  
continued.
Kauffman stated that it was 
not known if any Montclair 
State students were involved. " If
there were, the Prosecutor's 
office said they would contact 
us. So far we have had no 
report," he said.
IT  IS NOT known if the 
people involved in the fight had 
come on-campus to attend the 
Saturday evening football game, 
the dance in Life Hall cafeteria 
sponsored by the Black Students 
Cooperative Union or were just 
on-campus. " It  would be unfair 
to link the fight with any kind 
of student programming," 
Kauffman said, "since we have 
no proof why these people were 
here."
"Identification has always 
been required for both on and 
off-campus people at activities," 
Calabrese said. "But when 
someone comes on-campus as a 
guest there really isn't anything 
that can be done."
A n  in fo r m e d  so urce  
commented that in the future 
off-campus police may be hired 
to patrol campus events.
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photo by Stan D om ozyK .
ON THE B O A R D -A  forum  on attem pted contro l o f  state colleges by Trenton was he ld  in  the Student 
Center on Oct. 23. Participating in the forum  were Marcoantonio Lacatena, head o f  the M ontcla ir 
chapter o f  the American Federation o f  Teachers (second from  le ft), and Sam Crane, SGA president 
(second from  right). For an analysis o f  Trenton's latest b id  fo r power, see page 9 o f  this week’s issue.
Students Compete for Trustee Post
By Susan Pickets
S ta ff Writer
S e v e n  s t u d e n t s  h av e  
submitted the petitions which 
qualify them as candidates for 
student representative to the 
MSC Board of Trustees. Four are 
running as nominees of the 
academic schools. Every school 
e x c e p t  H u m a n it ie s  has 
nominated a candidate. Of the 
other three, two students are 
running independently for the 
position and one is the nominee 
of the SGA.
The election for the student 
representative will be held on 
Mon., Oct. 30. Voting will be 
done on the main floor of the 
Student Center from 9 am to 5 
pm.
Ruthanne Altounian, the 
nominee of the School of 
Education, is a second semester 
junior. She is secretary of the 
Field Services Team, which is 
attempting to obtain a field 
e x p e r ie n c e  s itu a tio n  in 
education for freshmen and 
sophomores. Last year, she was 
involved in the Freshmen 
Orientation Program. She is also 
active in tw o  off-campus 
o rg an iza tion s--th e  National 
Forensic League and the Theater 
Development Fund.
James Carroll, a sophomore, 
is the nominee of the School of 
Fine and Performing Arts. He 
served as a student host at 
orientation this year and he is a 
m em ber o f the S tuden t 
Filmmakers Association. He 
feels that the position of student 
representative is important 
because, in his words, " it allows 
MSC students to influence
decisions that may effect them."
S u san  G eiger, also a 
s o p h o m o re , is ru n n in g  
independently for the position. 
She is a member of the 
Chemistry Students Advisory 
Board and she belongs to the 
MSC M arching Band. In 
addition, she works as a lab 
assistant for the chemistry 
department. She feels that her 
activities have made her aware 
"of the feelings and needs of the 
students," an awareness which 
she feels is essential to the 
student representative.
Wendy Gillespie, a senior, is 
also running independently. She 
has been active with SGA, 
serving as representative for two 
years and as treasurer for one. 
She has served on several CLUB 
subcommittees and, in her 
freshman year, she was a 
m em ber o f the F acu lty  
Evaluation Committee. Last 
year, she worked with the 
committee which opened the 
Board of Trustees to a student 
representative. She feels that this 
is the "most important position 
a student can hold" because of 
the power the board has in 
deciding campus policies.
Chris Nelson, a sophomore, 
has been nominated by the 
School of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. Within the school, he 
has been very active, working 
with its Senate and on the 
school newspaper. Also, he is 
presently a member of the 
P o litic a l Science Student 
A dvisory  C om m ittee . He 
believes that students can 
influence the future of the 
college by making the board
aware of their needs.
Artemus Werts, a junior, is 
the nominee of the School of 
Professional Arts and Sciences. 
He has served in the US Air 
Force and. has worked with the 
Internal Revenue Service. On 
campus, he has been president of 
Alpha Sigma Mu, the veterans' 
fraternity. His experiences have 
taught him, as he states, "to deal 
with professional people and to 
relate to diverse groups of MSC 
students." He feels that both of 
these abilities are necessary for 
the student representative.
Terry Yacenda, a senior, has 
been nominated by the SGA. 
Last year, she was a member of 
the Student Center Policy 
Board. She belongs to the 
Distributive Education Club of
America, a semi-professional 
organization in which she Abas 
served as recording secretary, 
president and treasurer over the 
last three years. She has been 
v e ry  a c t iv e  on C L U B  
Also, she belongs to two honor 
societies-Epsilon Delta Epsilon, 
on which she has served as 
corresponding secretary and 
Kappa Delta Pi. As a distributive 
education major, she would like 
to become involved in the 
administrative responsibilities of 
MSC and she feels that this can 
b e s t be d o n e  th ro u gh  
participation on the Board of 
Trustees.
The Board of Trustees is the 
supreme governing body of the 
college. According to the Higher 
E d u c a tio n  A c t o f 1966
(C.18:21 A-22), the Board has 
the power "to determine the 
educational curriculum and 
program of the college and to 
determ ine policies for the 
organization, administration and 
development of the college."
MSC is the only state college 
to have a student representative 
sitting on its Board of Trustees. 
The student serves in an advisory 
capacity for a one-year term and 
has no vote.
This does not mean that he 
has no power, for he is the 
spokesman for the 12,000 
students who attend MSC. By 
presenting student views to the 
other members of the board, he 
has the potential power to sway 
their votes on any particular 
issue.
Presidential Search Begins
A questionnaire, developed by a sub-committee of the newly formed Presidential 
Search Committee, is being circulated on-campus in an attempt to establish a set of 
priority characteristics for a new MSC president.
The form, which is available at the Student Center information desk or from James 
Cottingham, executive assistant to the president, must be turned in tomorrow.
The sub-committee, headed by Dr. Jack Sacher, music professor, was formed during 
the first Search Committee meeting, held Oct. 21.
Among the topics discussed at the meeting was advertisement for presidential 
candidates. Along with ads in the educational section of The Sunday New York Times 
and the Chronical of Higher Education, approximately 600 letters will be sent to 
neighboring colleges and universities for recommendations. Members of the MSC college 
community will also be asked to suggest nominees.
THE SEARCH Committee's next meeting will be held Mon., Oct. 30.
The committee is composed of 10 faculty members, 4 administrators, 1 alumni 
representative and 10 students, will receive applications and interview prospective 
presidential candidates. After four finalists are approved, the MSC Board of Trustees will 
then appoint one person to replace Richardson.
■ \
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'Banana ’ Sponsor
Genova Wants Fruitful Activities
By J. P. Cain
S ta ff Writer
If  you've ever been to a 
coffee house, you may have 
heard Angelo Genova, the new 
sophomore class president, 
im ita te  Elvis Presley. The 
audience usually seems to think 
he does an excellent job. When 
he's not belting Elvis, his voice is 
pleas ing , so ft, s tra in ing , 
untrained.
But Genova wants to make 
his voice heard in other places 
than coffee houses. After high 
school successes as a student 
council president, he came to 
Montclair State with intention 
to continue his involvement. The
first office he held was second 
f lo o r  east dorm  council 
representative in Webster Hall. 
During his freshman year, he 
realized that the class at 
Montclair often fails as a unit. 
Besides being elected president,( 
since then he's become one of 
the SGA History department 
reps and a resident assistant in 
Stone Hall.
A L T H O U G H  G E N O V A
imitates Elvis, he doesn't intend 
to imitate his predecessors. "I 
think it's the duty of the class 
officer to approach the student 
with his services. No class 
president has ever done this, to 
my knowledge."
Genova's dedication to his 
job as class president is born out 
in his participation in other 
campus organizations. Sam 
Crane, SGA President, calls 
Genova "...one of our best 
legislators. He has a fine head on 
his shoulders. He's dedicated to 
change for the better. I say that 
w it h o u t  any reservation  
w h a t s d e v e r . "
To date the sophomore class 
has, under Genova's guidance, 
sponsored several activities. One 
was the much discussed banana 
eating contest, which Genova 
dreamed up to "apeel" to 
student interest. He also had a 
speaker from  the NJEA. Angelo Genova
The clearest choice for a generation
Twenty-five people showed up.
"I don't blame the students 
fo r being apathetic," says 
Genova. "They've had to put up 
with all kinds of pointless 
activities in the past. Look at 
'Miss Montclair State.' Look at 
Homecoming, for that matter. 
They're bored. When the class 
officers show an interest in 
them, by approaching them with 
viable activities, they'll show an 
interest in us."
Genova plans many more 
“ fruitful" activities for the 
fu tu re , including a debate 
betw een students for Sen. 
George McGovern and students 
for President Richard Nixon. 
Will this make him an effective 
president? "I think a lot depends 
on how the students react to 
what I plan," says Genova.
notes
AU REVOIR
The French department 
is planning a trip to France 
during the winter session 
of Jan. 13 to Feb. 2, 1973. 
The trip, which will cost 
approximately $450, is for 
three weeks with facilities 
for 40 students. A three 
credit course may or may 
not be taken; however, it 
is included in the price. 
While there will be courses 
in French, the trip is open 
to ail students.
So McGovern can’t win, eh? 
Where have you heard that before?
In the primaries last Spring, 
that’s where.
But you fooled the political 
experts and rewrote the history 
books. You provided the manpower 
and womanpower for the largest, 
smoothest, toughest vote-canvas­
sing operation this country had 
fever seen.
Now it’s time to do it again. 
And the job this Fall is even more 
important. For the choice between 
Nixon and McGovern is the clear­
est choice voters have had for a 
generation.
McGovern has opposed the 
bombing of Indochina, while 
Nixon has been inflicting the ex­
plosive equivalent of 7 Hiroshima 
atom bombs a month on that al­
ready devastated area.
Nixon believes in putting peo­
ple out of work in order to hold 
down prices. His policies have put 
2 million more people out of work. 
McGovern believes that there 
should be a job for everyone who 
wants to work, with the U.S. Gov-
The Age of McGovern
Dedicated to raising $1 million 
for a nationwide get-out-the-vote drive
ernment itself as the employer of 
last resort.
Nixon started his campaign 
with $10 million in secret money. 
McGovern’s campaign is financed 
almost entirely by contributions 
of $5 to $25 from the people.
Nixon has nominated conserv­
atives and mediocrities to the 
United States Supreme Court. 
One or two more Nixon appoint­
ments if he is re-elected, and you’ll 
live with a heavy-handed Nixon 
court for the rest of your life. 
McGovern has pledged to appoint 
a woman and members of racial 
and ethnic minorities, and will ap­
point highly qualified liberals.
Ralph Nader says the Nixon
Administration is “the most cor­
rupt in our history.” The late 
Robert Kennedy called George 
McGovern “the most decent man 
in the Senate.”
McGovern wants the million­
aires and the large corporations to 
start paying their fair share of 
taxes. Nixon wants to maintain 
the status quo.
Get an absentee ballot if you 
need one. Get some money to­
gether to help us make get-out- 
the-vote phone calls. And get to­
gether with your local McGovern 
Committee to find out how you 
can help.
You started this campaign. It’s 
up to you to finish it.
Any student interested 
should see Dr. Helene 
Klibbe at Partridge 420 on 
Monday and Wednesday at 
11 am and Tuesday at 2 
pm. A $50 deposit is 
required by Oct. 30, 1972 
with the balance due on 
Nov. 30, 1972. Klibbe 
mentioned that 25 places 
have already been taken.
ALUMNI HOSTING
T h e  MSC A lu m n i 
Association will host two 
receptions at the Hotel 
Denis, Atlantic City, NJ 
during the Nov. 2 and 3 
New Jersey Education 
Association convention.
A ccord ing  to  Mrs. 
D ia n e  C a rls e n , the  
association's executive 
secretary, an open house 
will be held from 10 am to 
noon and 2-6 pm in The 
Gallery Suite on Thurs., 
N ov. 2. The second 
gathering will be a social 
hour from 4-6 pm, Fri„ 
Nov. 3 in the St. Denis 
Room. Refreshments and 
a Dutch Treat bar will be 
provided.
V________ J
r Send money while there’s still time!
Help us buy get-out-the-vote phone calls.
Age of McGovern Box lOO, A-M, Washington, D.C. 20005
YES, I want to help get out the vote for George McGovern. Enclosed is my 
contribution of:
□ $5 to pay for 50 phone calls to voters □ $25 to pay for 250 phone calls to voters
□ $10topayforl00phonecallstovoters □ __________ (whatever you can give)
N a m e ----------------------- ----- -------------------  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------
Address
C ity - State _____ Zip_
If you are  currently  em ployed, the following inform ation is also needed for record purposes only under 
the new political contributions act:
Occupation Name of Company City & State
l _
A C O PY OF OU R REPO RT F IL ED  W ITH  TH E  A P PR O PR IA TE SUPER VIS O R Y O F F IC E  IS (O R W ILL B E) A V A ILA B LE FOR PURCHASE 
FROM TH E S U P ER IN TE N D EN T OF D O C U M E N TS  U N ITE D  S TA T E S  G O V E R N M E N T P R IN TIN G  O F F IC E  W A S H IN G TO N  D C  20402
Authorized and paid for by Age of M cGovern Cam paign Com m ittee • 201 E ast 42nd S treet • New York, N.Y. 10017 • Shane Davis. T reasurer
Student Bank, Rathskeller
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Center to Add New Enterprises
By Wes Dvorak
S ta ff Writer
"A student center is an 
organic kind of place," said 
Michael Loewenthal, director of 
the Student Center. "And the 
fu tu re  will usher in new 
developments."
Forem ost o f the new 
developments is a rathskeller, a 
beer and wine tavern, in the 
S tu d e n t C enter due fo r  
completion by February. A bank 
guaranteeing free checking 
accounts for students, a general 
store featuring student crafts 
and a music listening room are 
other near future developments.
"The rathskeller will have an 
outdoor cafe atmosphere with 
subdued incandescent lighting 
and will feature beer and some 
selections of wine and food, 
Loewenthal stated. "However, 
it will not become a place to get 
smashed," he cautioned. It will 
be the first of its kind in the 
state.
The Center's director denied 
that the completion date was 
delayed to coincide with the
Jan. 1 effective date of state 
leg is la tion  p e rm ittin g  18 
year-olds to drink. " It  was just a 
matter of red-tape in Trenton," 
he stated.
THE CEDAR Grove State 
Bank is awaiting clearance from 
Trenton to establish a branch 
office in the center. A teller's 
booth is to be constructed in the 
lounge area opposite the 
bookstore and an adjacent 
vacant office will house officers 
of the bank who will handle 
student loans. In addition to free 
checking, the bank will offer full 
service including savings, loans 
and traveller's checks.
A general store will be 
constructed  next to  the 
ra thske lle r and w ill sell 
student-made jewelry and crafts 
on consignment, as well as 
records and other merchanidse. 
The store will collect a small 
com m ission from  student 
artisans. The director noted that 
the general store would permit 
students to earn money "outside 
of the structured environment of 
the Center."
Lowenthal confirmed reports 
that a music listening room 
would become part of the 
Center's activities. Originally, 
the third floor lounge had been 
slated to become a listening area 
with earphone jack outlets and 
headphones to  be made 
available. Development was held
Loewenthal. He explained that 
WVMS had not been included in 
the original blueprints. The 
MONTCLARION office is also 
unfinished. Eventually it will be 
divided by a wall into the 
newspaper office and a file 
room.
The reason for the cracks on
students have made little use of 
the formal dining room. He 
estimated that only 15% of its 
clientele are students. "We have 
waiter and waitress service, 
m o d e r a t e l y  p r i c e d ,  
co oked -to -o rder food and 
tipping is not required," he 
stated. Lunches usually cost
V W  1968 , under 1 8 0 0 0  miles In fine  
c o n d i t io n  $ 8 5 0 .—Call 7 4 4 -8 6 6 5  
evenings.
B U S IN E S S  O P P O R T U N IT Y  for 
person w ith  leadership qualities  
desiring a serious incom e & can w o rk  
w ith  people well. Fo r appt. call 
3 2 7 -4 3 5 1  between 9 am - 12 pm  
M on. through Fri.
Personal:
Who is Betsy Jacobis?
OKTOBERFEST IN  M A R C H -fo r MSC students when the construction on the Student Center 
rathskeller is completed. The cafe w ill stock a selection o f wines and beers.
o ff, however, to determine 
w h eth er " tra f f ic  patterns" 
would permit its use, he stated. 
"The lounge is too heavily 
utilized but we are looking for 
ways to create a listening room 
with or without headphones," 
Loewenthal added.
The Center has also suffered 
some setbacks. WVMS, the 
campus radio station, located in 
C o l l e g e  H a l l ,  t h e  
M O N T C L A R IO N  office is 
unfinished, some fourth floor 
offices have developed cracks 
and the elevator breaks down 
occassionally.
WORK ON installing WVMS 
into the fourth floor area next 
to the darkroom is scheduled in 
"the near future," according to
the fourth floor have not been 
d e te r m in e d .  Loew enthal 
speculated that it was an effect 
of the normal settling of the 
building. Expansion joints had 
been built into key areas but 
missed the mark in some 
instances. He pointed to a corner 
in his office where a crack 
developed a handwidth from an 
expansion joint. Repairs will 
probably be delayed for a year 
while the building settles.
Elevator breakdowns have 
been of a minor nature and 
repaired by the Center's 
maintenance men. In a few 
in s tan ces , the cause of 
breakdown was children playing 
with the elevator buttons.
While discussing the Center's 
problems the director noted that
$1.50 or less and one day's 
menu ran from hamburger 
deluxe to baby flounder or 
cheese omelets. Attire is casual.
Other future plans include 
outdoor concerts utilizing the 
new pedestrian mall.
Loewenthal is a graduate of 
Rutgers University. Prior to 
becoming the director of the 
Center, he was employed by the 
Community Action Program, a 
subdivision of the Office of 
Economic Opportunity for one 
year.
CLASSIFIED
D IA M O N D  E N G A G E M E N T  & 
W E D D IN G  R IG N S . 3 ,0 0 0  ring 
selections in all styles at 50%  
discount to  students, staff, and 
facu lty . Buy d irect from  leading  
m anufactu rer and S A V E ! 1 /2  carat 
$ 17 9 , 3 /4  carat only $ 2 9 9 . For free 
color fo lder w rite : Box 4 2 , Fanw ood, 
N.J. 0 70 2 3 .
7 8 3 S 3B O
UTFIE CAR *o
V \ M £  DUME BUGGY 
STILES -SERVICE
Complete Supply
S TO C K  £  S P E E D
PACTS £  ACCESSORIES
/  7 3  GcLtBMfllOCeE 
M Q A lT G L M fL
Ten Thousand Leaves 
India Print Spreads 
Decorate Your Room 
$1.00 off any spread for students 
26 Church St., Montclair 
744-8152
The Paperback Book Shop 
The Students Store
All Outline Series in Stock
Barnes & Noble, Monarch, Barron’s, Schaum's, Littlefield Adams, 
Cliff Notes, College Notes, "11000 paperback titles in stock"
Special orders taken for students
580 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield, NJ 
at the 5 corners 
743-4740
All Saint's Day 
FOLK MASS
November 1
10 am & 7 pm 
4th floor mtg. rm 
Student Center
12 noon 
Ballroom A 
Student Center
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'To Visit the Q ueen’
Spend Three Weeks in Londontown
By Thomas Mazzer
S ta ff Writer
"The best way to summarize 
the quality of last year's opera 
tour (to Britain) is to report that 
every student described the trip 
as the single greatest educational 
experience of his life." Although 
this introduction of a letter to 
MSC students from Dr. Jack 
Sacher, of the European arts 
faculty, is a comment on last 
year's examination of the arts in 
London, it is also a prediction 
for this year's seminars.
The Office of International 
and O ff-C am pus Learning 
Programs, directed by Joseph 
Kloza, has coordinated the 
efforts of MSC's schools and 
arranged eight study programs of 
London during the winter 
session. The three credit study 
programs will cover art, dance, 
opera, tv production and drama 
in the British metropolis. An 
OIO-CLP flyer also notes that 
"any student, faculty, staff or 
alumnus of MSC and members 
of their immedi'*" family are 
eligible for reduced air fare (to 
London) even if they are not 
registered in one of the 
seminars."
THE STUDIES and costs are: 
The City of London: A Week of 
Art ($390); Opera in NY,
London, Munich and Vienna 
($475); Dance in London($400); 
Sociology of the Arts ($390); 
Painting, Sculpture, and the 
Crafts ($390); tv Production in 
the British Isles ($350); Seminar 
in Dramatic Production ($430); 
and History of Drama in 
England ($430).
The three week itinerary, 
b e g in n in g  Jan. 13 and 
terminating Feb. 3, is divided 
into two parts. According to the 
flyer, during the first week all 
groups w ill participate in 
" l i t e r a r y ,  fin e  arts and 
architectural observations, a day 
at a movie studio to observe film  
production, two seminars to be 
given in the Tate Gallery and 
B ritish  Museum, a general 
orientation of the arts." There 
will also be tickets to theater, 
music and ballet performances. 
Each group will spend the 
second and th ird  weeks 
examining its own particular 
objectives. A number of days 
designated "at leisure" are also 
scheduled for students to pursue 
individual interests.
One paragraph from Sacher's 
letter aptly explains one of the 
values of the observations. "One 
cannot help but gain a depth of 
understanding from being in the 
room where Mozart played for
the Empress Maria Theresa, from 
discovering that a make-up 
technician is a superb artist in 
his own right, or from living 
intimately with an art form and 
its environment every waking 
moment for three weeks."
KLOZA TERMS the seminars 
"unconventional study programs 
which utilize an entire city as a 
classroom." He said that one 
value of the program is the
"p erso na l growth someone 
undergoes by an experience in a 
foreign nation."
M ore materialistically, he 
noted that " it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to land a 
good position after college; these 
observations will stand out on a 
job application," he said.
Applicants may register on 
Mon., Dec. 4, 1972. However, 
payments to the OIO-CLP must
commence before that date in 
order to obtain reservations. The 
sum can be paid all at once or in 
weekly installments.
Plans are being formulated by 
the OIO-CLP for a seminar in 
the Galapagos Islands this 
summer, sponsored by the 
biology department and a trip to 
Mexico by the school of Fine 
and Performing Arts.
C L U B  regrets to announce that George Carlin's concert has been 
cancelled, through no fault of our own.
The main reason for this final cancellation was the misrepresentation of 
the dates of the concerts to both C L U B  and Carlin. While making 
arrangements for the scheduling of the tour, the agency never informed 
Carlin of the dates. Carlin had desired to keep these dates open because of 
previous personal commitments. He had no original intention of doing a 
show on these dates.
C L U B  will refund any money on tickets sold or will exchange them for 
John Sebastian/McKendree Spring tickets. People that have exchanges for 
George Carlin concert Nov. 16 will be refunded by mail. The transactions 
will take place in the SC game room from 9 to 5 for the next 2 weeks.
C LU B  deeply regrets the disappointment and inconveniences caused by 
the cancellation. This will not deter us from continuing to provide first class 
concerts to MSC in the future.
Roy Hirschfeld, Lecture Chairman 
Michael Quirk, Chairman 
Frank Bonavita, Vice-Chariman
Office Space
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By J. M. Giamo
S ta ff Writer
Since 1928, the old world 
architecture of Chapin Hall has 
graced the Montclair State 
College landscape. The dorm's 
orange tile roof and white stucco 
facade are sharply contrasted 
against a backdrop of stately 
evergreens. A wide, rolling lawn 
separates Chapin from its larger, 
m ore m odern counterpart. 
Freeman Hall. Since 1928, 
C hapin H a ll has housed 
thousands of MSC students. 
Now, however, its days as a 
residence hall may be numbered.
According to housing director 
D r. R aym ond M. Stover, 
"Chapin Hall is next in line to 
accommodate faculty offices 
and classrooms." He stated that 
plans are now underway to build 
apartments on Clove Rd. that 
would house 700 students. 
"With these new facilities, there 
will be no need to house 
students in Chapin," Stover said.
"I very much wanted to save 
Chapin but with the expansion 
at Montclair the thought is 
unrealistic," he commented. 
Although an official decision has 
not yet been made, takeover of 
the year-old dorm is projected 
for this spring.
The distaff population of 
Chapin, however, will "fight 
again" to maintain it as a dorm, 
according to dorm president 
Rita Calabro. Last year the 100 
residents' efforts to "saye 
Chapin Hall"stalled the college's 
plans to convert it into office 
space. Now that Chapin's future 
is again threatened, its residents 
are rallying a second time.
"IT 'S  HARD for someone on 
the outside to understand the 
fee ling  inside the dorm," 
explained sophomore Betty 
Cuningham. The girls of Chapin 
claim that it is the only dorm on 
campus to offer an "intimate 
living situation."
"When you go to college,"
C.L.U.B.
PRESENTS
IN CONCERT 
N O V . 5, 1972
John Sebastian
W ITH  SPECIAL G U ES T
McKendree Spring
Featuring 
D ave Mason
2 Shows 
8 pm & 11 pm
$2.50 with S G A  Card 
Outsiders $4.00
TICKETS O N  SALE 
IN
S.C. G A M E R O O M  
9 am -  4 pm M on. -  Fri.
Cuningham continued, "you 
should be given an opportunity 
to choose a living style. This 
intimate living situation is not 
superficial, like Bohn," she 
added. "When you live in the 
outside world, you won't be in a 
building with 600 people," she 
commented. While she spoke, 
she built a cardboard model of 
the dorm, the design for 
Chapin's Homecoming float.
"We've been promised equal and 
a d e q u a te  hou s ing ,'' she 
explained, "but nothing is equal 
to  C h a p in , ' '  Cuningham  
lamented.
Other residents echoed her 
opposition to converting Chapin. 
Freshman Colleen Hart recalled 
that "once I had seen the dorm 
I really loved it," adding that “ a 
modern place just isn't 'home.'" 
A second frosh , Melynn
McDonald, commented, "I think 
everybody is in agreement," She 
observed, "It's just like being 
home. People look forward to 
coming back."
A p p a re n tly , Cuningham  
spoke for most of the residents 
in Chapin Hall when she 
reflected, "What can you say 
about a 45 year-old dorm that 
dies?"
REM INISCENT OF CAPISTRANO-Chapin H all has served as a g irl's  d o rm ito ry  in  past years. One o f  
M ontc la ir’s oldest buildings, the three-floor white stucco was b u ilt  in  1928.
By Theresa Donnarumma
S ta ff Writer
The MSC chapter of Alpha Phi Omega (APO), national service fraternity, is sponsoring 
an "Eyes for the Needy" drive, to collect discarded eyeglasses.
The drive which began Oct. 16 and will continue until Oct. 27 is the first eyeglass drive 
sponsored by APO said Bernard Shapiro, APO first vice president and drive chairman.
APO RUNS the lost and found on campus. "This year," said Shapiro, "we found 
ourselves with about 60 pairs of unclaimed eyeglasses. We decided to collect more 
eyeglasses and donate them to people who need them."
The fraternity office in Life Hall is serving as a collection center. Members are also 
carrying the drive to their home communities. The 200 eyeglasses which have already 
been collected from faculty and students will be donated to "Eyes for the Needy" in 
Short Hills, NJ, where they will tie processed into new eyeglasses and given to the needy.
The service fraternity is now planning a blood drive which will take place on Wed., 
Nov. 29.
Homecoming
’72
SEE
GODFATHER Film Cars
THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC. 
240 Park Avenue 
Rutherford, N. J. 07070 
<2011 939-0189
REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH M ATERIAL  
Personal Service. Low Rates.
Call, write, or come in. Mon-Fri:9-4 Sat: 10-3
r
Out N o w
T h e  w i t h d r a w a l  
deadline for short-term 
courses meeting from Oct. 
16 - Nov. 10 is Sat., Oct. 
28 according to John 
Patierno, MSC assistant 
registrar.
Are you planning to get married 
next month? This winter? Next 
spring? Plan to attend
PRE-MARRIAGE SEMINAR
7 pm Newman House 
November 7, 14, 21, 28, 
to be conducted by 
a resource team of a marriage 
counsellor, a physician, a married 
couple and Father Tom Davis.
To  register, phone Newman 
House. 746-2323.
—
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Time To
THE FIRST AMENDMENT (AMENDED)
Question W es Dvorak
By not letting the state colleges know where 
they stand, the New Jersey Department of Higher 
Education took another indecisive step backward 
last week when it postponed action on its Master 
Plan. The first reversal was the creation of the plan 
two years ago.
As presented on Friday, the Master Plan was a 
much watered-down version of the original blue 
print which laid down specific plans to control 
state and community colleges. After strong 
protests from the schools involved, the concepts of 
a centralized graduate university and an absolute 
ceiling on the number of students per college were 
wisely dropped. A demand for open enrollment at 
two-year colleges was softened by legislative 
objections in the form of a few phone calls to 
Ralph A. Dungan, chancellor of higher education.
The Master Plan has been in a state of limbo for 
two years. Even Dungan, its leading advocate, 
admitted that he is “not so enamored by” the plan 
as he once was. Perhaps this is because the present 
version will not produce enough power to suit him.
But the fact remains that the Master Plan has 
never been a viable solution to the problems of 
higher education in New Jersey. When telephone 
messages influence educators so greatly that within 
a few days their proposals change, it is time to 
question the validity of their suggestions.
Choose Rep 
With Care
MSC students will soon be casting their ballots 
for the second student representative to the Board 
of Trustees. Gaining a seat on the board was a 
major victory for the students, since the trustees 
are the final decision-making body of the college.
Within the next year, the board will face one of 
the most crucial choices it has ever had to make. 
The resignation of MSC President Dr. Thomas H. 
Richardson, a leading opponent of the state’s 
attempt to usurp the autonomy of state colleges, 
leaves the trustees with the responsibility of 
finding a successor who will continue THR’s 
tradition of fighting for the best interests of the 
college community.
The student who is selected by his peers to serve 
as a trustee will bear a great deal of this 
responsibility since he or she should be able to 
influence the board’s voting members. MSC’s 
student body should therefore exercise as much 
care and foresight in choosing its delegate as it does 
in any college-related decision.
‘It’s All in the Plan’
By Wes Dvorak
Staff Writer
R a n d o lp h  A. D u n g , 
chancellor of higher education, 
has announced that MSC will be 
the site of the 1973 World’s 
F a i r .  P av ilio n s will be 
constructed on five levels of the 
quarry , currently used for 
student parking, by September 
1973. According to Dung, “MSC 
will finally pay its way with this 
project.”
Although credit for the idea 
is accepted at all levels in 
Trenton but not at MSC, Nigel 
Calabreeze, financial affairs 
director, noted it may have been 
adopted from Provo’s proposal 
that Palisades Amusement Park 
be reconstructed in the quarry. 
“That deal must have fallen 
through,” he mused.
THE BEST
Calabreeze stated that MSC 
was selected from all of the state 
colleges because “our parking 
situation is best.” He went on to 
note other factors: the Spanish 
mission-style buildings, the new 
S tu d en t Center and math- 
science building, the Sprague 
lib rary  fo u n ta in  and the 
soon-to-be-completed pedestrian 
mall. “All these attractions make 
for a World’s Fair atmosphere,” 
he stated.
Plans to label Russ Hall, 
Chapin Hall, and College Hall a 
Spanish Mission Restoration 
included a proposal to have the 
women of Chapin dress in 
habits, carry bibles, and sing the 
“Nun’s Song” as they went to 
class. However, there were 
insufficient funds to add the 
girls to the college’s workfare 
rolls.
SPECULATION
T e r r y  Q u i n t ,  MSC 
institutional planning director, 
speculated that the nearly 
completed pedestrian mall may 
have been built in anticipation 
of the ‘73 Worlds Fair. Quint 
disclosed, “We intend to erect a 
geodisic globe in the fountain, 
like the New York World’s 
Fair.” Quint stated that no new
parking areas would be built to 
accomodate the tourists. “We 
have the best parking of all the 
s ta te  colleges, you know,” 
he said.
Along with the sizable crowds 
attracted to a World’s Fair come 
increased security needs. “We’re 
going to double our night-time 
security force,” stated Kevin 
Coughman, security director.
Mon., Oct. 30 is the date for 
the first campus-wide election of 
a student to sit with the Board 
o f Trustees. Normally this 
election would coincide with the 
SGA executive elections in the 
spring, and in the future it will 
be held at that time.
The person who will be 
chosen by the student body will 
have an opportunity to serve on 
the highest policy making board 
of the college. It is important to 
select a student who knows the 
college, the state and the people 
of this particular institution.
The Board of Trustees sets 
the policy upon which the 
administration runs the college. 
They also have final approval of 
all promotion, reappointment 
and tenure decisions.
This year they will make the 
final choice of the next 
p re s id e n t  of MSC w ith 
recom m endations from the 
search committee. That alone 
increases the importance of the
The present night patrol is four 
men.
Depending on the success of 
the MSC fair, projects to 
construct amusement parks may 
spread throughout the state’s 
colleges. “ It’s a way of balancing 
the budget without taxes or 
bonds,” stated Chancellor Dung. 
“ It’s all in Master Plan II.”
position for students because the 
committee will have the final 
input on that selection. 
STUDENT INPUT
At present, the student 
trustee does not have a vote but 
we are working to change the 
laws within the state of New 
Jersey so as to allow full 
membership of students on the 
board. We must place heavy 
emphasis on the selection of our 
rep resen ta tiv e . Responsible 
student input at the higher levels 
of the decision-making structure 
is a needed prerequisite to 
enlarging student voice in the 
function of the college. It also 
leads the way for student 
representation on governing 
boards on the state level.
It is an important step. I ask 
you to choose wisely and be sure 
to vote on Monday. In addition 
to this, on November 7 vote for 
our state and national leaders as 
well. I ask you to meet the 
challenge of both.
Letters
Letters to the editor should be submitted to the 
MONTCLARION, fourth floor of the Student Center by noon 
Friday before the desired publication date. The 
MONTCLARION reserves the right to edit letters for style and 
brevity.
____________________ J
Sam Crane
Meet Challenges
S’
Jud
U
r
Voter Registration
It’s More Than Just
Signing Your Name
By Carol Giordano
Staff Writer
This November millions of young 
people will cast their first ballots in a 
national election. All of them have 
one thing in common-participation in 
the process know n as voter 
registration.
For many, registering to vote was 
just a matter of walking up to a 
booth, answering a few questions and 
sign ing their nam e. But the 
registration procedure and rules are 
much more lega lly  com plex , 
particularly for college students.
Living in dorm or in an off-campus 
apartment can pose a problem for 
students who Eire unsure about their 
legal residence. Can they register in 
the county in which their dorm or 
apartment is located. Or is it necesssiry 
to return home to join the ranks of 
enfranchised citizens?
The answer, according to a 
representative of the Montclair 
chapter of the League of Women 
Voters of New Jersey, is that they can 
vote in the town and county where 
their college “home” is “physically 
located.”
E 2N THIS may be further 
complicated at colleges such as MSC 
whose campuses are located in two or 
more towns. MSC itself extends over 
parts of three-Clifton, Little Falls and 
Montclair and two counties, Passaic 
and Essex. The result is that students 
living in Webster Hall, for example, 
must register in PassEiic County, while 
those in Freeman Hall are considered 
residents of Essex County.
Like all New Jersey citizens, dorm 
students and off-campus residents 
m u s t  m e e t  s t a t e  residency  
requirements in the towns in which 
they register. They must be residents 
of the county for 40 days prior of the 
election in order to vote for all 
candidates, national, state Emd local, 
said the LWV member.
A special presidential ballot is 
available to those who establish 
residence in a county 30 days before 
the election so that they can cast 
votes for the presidentiEil and 
vice-presidential candidates of their 
choice. These special ballots have been 
used since 1968 to insure that “no 
one misses a national election,” she 
said.
Those living in their college town 
for shorter periods of time may 
register in their home town and vote 
by absentee ballot. Formerly, all 
college students eligible to vote had to 
cast absentee ballots if they could not 
return home on Election Day.
A BSENTEE BALLOTS are 
available from county clerks for 
general elections and primaries, from 
municipal clerks for town elections 
and from school district clerks for 
school elections. Mail requests for 
these ballots must be made “no later 
than seven days preceding” the 
election, according to the LWV. 
However, citizens may cast absentee 
ballots in person at the county clerk’s 
office up to 3 pm the day before the 
election is to be held.
New Jersey law outlines four basic 
requirements for voter registration. A 
person may register if he or she is a 
citizen living in the district where he 
or she plans to vote at the time of 
application, meets the above residency 
requirements and will be at least 18 
years of age by or on Election Day. 
The citizen must be of sound mind 
and must not be indicted, convicted, 
serving a prison sentence or on 
probation or parole at the time of the 
elect ion,  another LWV member 
explained.
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Make Ameri
By M. J. Smith
Staff Writer
“The League holds that 
the saloon question is 
something that can and 
must be solved and that the 
only solution is no saloon.” 
While the authors of the 
A n t i - S a l o o n  League’s 
platform may have looked 
on taverns with a long face 
in 1893, their faces would 
be considerably longer 
when the 18 year-old 
majority act goes into effect 
Jan. 1, 1973.
The League, begun by 
Dr. Howard H. Russell of 
Oberlin, Ohio was formed 
to agitate for legislation 
prohibiting the sEile and 
consumption of alcoholic 
beverages.
Ax-wie lding matrons 
forcing their way into 
s a l o o n s ,  t e m p e r a n c e  
msirches to the rousing 
strains of “Bringing in the 
S h e a v e s ”  and noisy  
soap-box speeches had their 
effect on the American 
lifestyle.
A sister organization, The 
W o m e n ’ s C h r i s t i a n  
Temperance Union, had 
been begun by a group of 
ClevelEmd churchwomen in 
1 8 7 4 .  N a t i o n a l
headquarters were Ioce 
in Evenston, 111. in 
home of Frances E. Will; 
first secretary and presic 
of the WTCU. By 1898, 
WTCU had formed gro 
in 63 countries.
THE GROUPS’ dr< 
was to “make America d 
but every temperance 
was declared uncon; 
utional onlpe grounds t 
restricted personEil libe
Finally! , in 19 
Congress passed the 1 
A m e n d m e n t  to  
Constitution, forbidding 
manufacture, sale 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  
intoxicating liquors in 
United States and all 
territories.
In order to enforce
amendment ,  Congr 
passed the Volstead 
which went into effect < 
16, 1920.
After a decade  
Prohibition, it bee 
obvious that the law 
becoming more and n 
nnpossib’^ ^J enforce. 
1931, US President Her 
Hoover appointed 
Wickershanj Commissioi 
e x a m i n e  “ the no 
e x p e r i m e n t . ”  '1
r At Tierney’s
America
headquarters were located 
in Evenston, 111. in the 
home of Frances E. Willard, 
first secretary and president 
of the WTCU. By 1898, the 
WTCU had formed groups 
in 63 countries.
THE GROUPS’ dream 
was to “make America dry” 
but every temperance law 
was declared unconstit­
utional ontpe grounds they 
restricted personal liberty.
F i n a l l y ,  in 1919,  
Congress passed the 18th 
A m e n d m e n t  to  the  
Constitution, forbidding the 
manufacture, sale and 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  o f  
intoxicating liquors in the 
United States and all its 
territories.
In order to enforce the 
amendment ,  Congress  
passed the Volstead Act 
which went into effect Jan.
16, 1920.
After a decade of 
Prohibition, it became 
obvious that the law was 
becoming more and more 
impossibi^P3 enforce. In 
1931, US 1 resident Herbert 
Hoover Appointed the 
Wickersharij Commission to 
e x a m i n e ;  “ the noble  
e x p e r i m e n t . ”  Th e
Dry
commission’s report favored 
keeping Prohibition.
H O W E V E R ,  w h e n  
Franklin D. Roosevelt was 
elected to the Presidency in 
1932, the amendment was 
repealed.  While FDR  
approved of “the demon 
rum,” other Presidents were 
not so enthusiastic.
When Rutherford B. 
Hayes took office in 1877, 
his wife, Lucy, banned 
liquor and wine in the 
White House.
B u t ,  at dip lomatic  
dinners, the servants began 
supplying rum-filled oranges 
to the guests. Washington 
wags called that part of the 
dinner “the life saving 
station” and rumor had it 
the fruit was doctored on 
presidential order.
It was the guests who 
were being duped rather 
than the First Lady. As 
Hayes wrote in his diary: 
“The joke was not on us 
but on the drinking people. 
My orders were to flavor 
(the  oranges)... with the 
same flavor found in 
Jamaica rum. This took! 
There was not a drop of 
spirits in them.”
’Don’t Go Away Mad...
...Just Go Away’
By J.K. Schultz 
Staff Writer
The sign on Tierney’s door reads: 
“If you are not 21 or over, don’t go 
away mad, just go away!” However, 
the sign might be considered dated 
after January 1, 1973 when the 
drinking age is officially lowered in 
New Jersey.
B u t  B i l l  T i e r n e y ,  t he  
owner-manager of the pub, does not 
plan to alter the signs in January, 
primarily because he is very much 
against the lowered drinking age.
“We have enough trouble now 
with the 21 limit without this 18 
stuff,” the white-haired proprietor 
said. “We’re not a big city like New 
York or Jersey City or Newark. We’re 
a small country town,” he explained, 
“we don’t want any of this.”
Despite the fact that the sign will 
remain, those showing proof of age 
will be served because of the law. 
However, it is the law that makes 
Tierney against the lowered age.
This law claims that he can have his 
liquor license revoked for 10 days if 
he is caught serving a minor an 
alcoholic beverage. That’s 10 days 
worth of business.
Tierney paused during a mid-day 
meal of stew and a glass of milk to 
explain his worries over the legal 
s ituat ion.  “I’m the goat!” he 
explained, mostly out of frustration.
Tierney is probably not alone 
when he complains about the tactics 
of the underage drinkers. “I even had 
to nail shut my windows because they 
would pass the (drivers) license out 
the window so their friends could get 
in,” he commented.
During the busy hours, Tierney has
a doorwatcher who checks for proof, 
and will, of course, continue to do so.
Tierney, a grandfather of 16, has 
personal convictions against the 
lowered age. “Who wants to see their 
18-year old kid drinking?” he queried.
But in this light, the manager got 
some flak from his sister-in-law, 
Gwendolyn Batsal, who serves as a 
waitress. “If they’re old enough to 
fight in the war, they should be given 
all the responsibilities: drinking, 
voting,  buying a house,” she 
remarked.
Her argument will not dent the 
high schools’ attitude. Aaron Halpern, 
principle of Clifton High School, has 
already denied the senior class 
permission to drink at their prom next 
spring.
Halpern explained that this ruling 
isr an interpretation of the contract 
theory which states that when a 
student is in school or participating in 
a school function, he is bound to obey 
the rules of the school. A school is 
responsible for the students as Tierney 
is responsible for his customers. If a 
person who has been drinking is in an 
accident as a result of his imbibing, 
the tavern or place where the person 
obtained the liquor is responsible.
Thus, Halpern explained, if a student 
drank at a school dance and had an 
accident on the way home, the school 
would be at fault.
Halpern said that the decision “Made 
him very happy” and he felt that most 
schools would follow the same policy 
in making this decision. “I can’t 
imagine any school encouraging 
inebriation,” he said.
'Belly 
up
to
the bar,
Boys...’
k_______________________J
18 Tear Olds
New Rights Change Legal Status
By Susan Kelly 
Staff Writer
On January 1, 1973
every person 18 years of age 
and over will be an adult in 
the eyes of the law. The 
fight to obtain this right 
focused on the lowering of 
the voting and drinking 
ages. However, men and
that they sign. They, not 
their parents, will be 
financially obligated to 
fulfill its terms.
Conrad affirmed that a 
suit can be brought against 
any adult who fails to 
honor a contract. This 
applies equally to those 
adults under the age of 21.
daughter becomes 21. Their 
rationale,  according to 
Dalto, is that by the time 
their child becomes 21, he 
or she will have completed a 
college education.
AN ADULT under the 
age of 21 will also be able 
to make a will of his own. 
Presently he can not
women between the ages of 
18 and 21 will soon find 
t h a t  m a n y  m o r e  
responsibilities come with 
their newly obtained rights.
David Conrad, attorney 
for th e MSC Student 
Government Association, 
explained that the law 
represents an end of 
parental responsibility for 
the child who reaches 18 
years of age. At the present 
t ime,  the parents are 
responsible for their child 
until he or she reaches the 
age of 21.
There are only two 
exceptions to this. In the 
case of a male, if he moves 
out of the house and 
b e c o m e s  f i n a n c i a l l y  
independent, his parents are 
no longer responsible for 
him. A female becomes 
independent of her parents 
when she marries. After this 
year, parents will be neither 
legally or f inancially  
responsible for any child 
over the age of 18.
Many a teenager has 
escaped the clutches of a 
m a g a z i n e  or record  
company, even though he 
m ay h a v e  signed  a 
subscription or contract, on 
the grounds that he is a 
minor. That escape hatch 
will still be open for the 16 
and 17 year-olds.
HOWEVER, ANYONE 
18 years of age or older will 
be held legally bound in 
January to any contract
The new legal age also 
effects the ownership of 
property. Attorney Angelo 
Dalto of South Plainfield 
expla ined that persons 
under the age of 21 can at 
the present time own 
property, although it is 
usually in the name of a 
guardian. However, a minor 
or his guardian can not 
dispose of that property 
without a court hearing to 
insure that the sale is used 
to the advantage of the 
minor. After January, a 
person 18 years of age or 
older is the full owner of 
said property and may deal 
with it according to his own 
wishes.
Trust and inheritance 
laws will be altered in 
January, when 18 will 
become the minimum age in 
which a person can receive 
th e  m on ey  from an 
inheritance or trust fund. 
At the present time, a 
trustee is placed over the 
funds until the beneficiary 
reaches the legal age of 21.
These changes will make 
little difference, however, if 
the person who establishes 
the fund specifically asks 
that the funds remain trust 
until the person becomes 
21~or 25 or 30 for that 
matter. Dalto said that in 
spite of the upcoming 
change in the legal age, 
many of his clients still ask 
that their funds remain in 
trust until their son or
because, as Dalto affirmed, 
his parents or guardians are 
legally and financially 
responsible for him and he 
does not legally own his 
belongings.
Medical services will also 
p r o v i d e  r i g h t s  and  
responsibilities to the “new 
adults.” Dr. J. C. Breme, 
chief of the Professional 
and Technical Services 
division of New Jersey’s 
Office of Medical Affairs, 
outlined the changes.
“People 18 years of age 
will have as many rights as 
those who are 58,” Breme 
stated. He said that persons 
18 years old and over will 
be able to give consent for 
operations and medical 
treatment. At the present 
time, anyone under 21 
years of age must have 
parenta l  con sen t  for  
medical treatment. The 
only exception to this is if 
the younger person is 
married, in which case the 
husband or wife can give 
consent.
A s p o k e s m a n  for  
Mountainside Hospital, 
Montclair,  agreed with 
Breme on these facts.
BREME POINTED out 
t h a t  an 18, 19 or
20 year-old will also be 
liable to pay the medical 
expenses if he or she gives 
consent. “The main thing 
that people  forget in 
seeking new rights,” he 
concluded, “is that they
must also be willing to tickets given to them. If the 
assume the responsibilities.” winnings are less than 
There are some legal $5000, a check is given to 
areas that will not be an adult member of the 
changed by the new legal child’s family in the child’s 
age. The criminal status of name. Goldman said that if 
18 year-olds will remain the the money is more than 
same. Conrad explained $5000 it is deposited in a 
that, inspite of the fact that bank in credit to the child’s 
the legal age is now 21, guardian until he reaches 
anyone 18 years old or over the age of 18. 
is considered an adult “for G A T H E R I N G  
criminal purposes.” The INFORMATION of the 
juvenile law deals with effects of the new legal age 
those people under the age is often difficult because 
of 18 and will continue to many professional people 
do so in the future. consider the law to be open
Tax status will also to  interpretation. The 
remain unaffected  in American Civil Liberties 
January. A spokesman for Union refused to comment 
the Internal Revenue on the law until they 
Service said that parents can receive further information 
still claim as dependants from the state attorney 
children who have reached general, 
the legal age. As long as Conrad said that the 
they contribute largely to statute is somewhat vague 
the support of the child, and wil1 remain so until 
t h a t  c h i l d  i s  a court cases on the ri8hts of 
dependant--regardless of year-olds are tried. The 
age courts may decide that the
statute does not apply in 
The age of consent certain cases, 
regarding marriage is The SGA lawyer said that 
presently 18 and will new jaw has so many
remain so in January. The aspects that it does not try 
law states that only those he specific. He pointed 
under the age of 18 must out that most of the laws in 
obtain parental consent for the country are not written 
marriage. j n  statutes but are the
People under the age of results of court cases.
18 may not buy New Jersey January 1973 will see a 
lottery tickets and that will d e c r e a s e  in parental  
still apply next year, responsibilities and will 
Michael Goldman of the bring an increase in the 
state attorney general’s rights and responsibilities of 
office explained that some many young people as they 
people younger than 18 do assume the legal status of 
win prize money from adults.
M ì n i  Fo o u s
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Master Plan-Fight for Power
By M. J. Smith
Staff Writer
The final draft of the Master 
Plan’s Phase II was tabled by a 
vote of the Board of Higher 
Education Friday. The plan, a 
guideline for the development of 
NJ higher education facilities, 
was scheduled to be approved at 
the board’s regular monthly 
meeting. Protests from the NJ 
Education Association, who
attempting to develop the plan, 
“ I am not so enamored by 
master plans any more.”
The p lan ’s final draft, 
drastically altered over past 
months, provides for:
•  Imposing a 7500 ceiling 
enrollment on state colleges. 
However, the board stated it will 
consider a proposal by the 
individual college to exceed that 
limit.
MSC MASTER PLAN I
ALMOST THERE-Part one o f Montclair State’s own Master Plan 
has almost been completed. Designed by campus architects 
Urbahn-Mabony and Zvosec o f  Princeton, the detailed reports were 
ignored by the Board o f Higher Education master planners.
claim they were not included in 
the document’s planning stages, 
drydocked the plan for another 
month.
Constantly under fire since its 
unveiling almost two years ago, 
the plan came to symbolize the 
struggle between the state 
colleges and Trenton over 
centralized control.
Dungan commented last week 
th a t a f te r  five years of
•  C o m m u n ity  colleges 
“ s h o u l d ”  provide open 
enrollment wherever possible. 
The sec tion  caused some 
comment last week when the 
wording was changed to “must” 
a n d  l e g i s l a t o r s  b eg a n  
bombarding the board’s offices 
with phone calls. The wording 
was changed back Saturday.
•  Increased emphasis on the 
frequent evaluation of tenured
J. P. Cain
4 Dash It
You remember last time, our 
heroes, Sturdy Sam Plain and his 
fu n -lo v in g  chum , A ngelo  
Rollova, were about to become 
the objects o f a despicable plan 
to embarrass them hatched in 
th e  “p o o lro o m "  by Bob 
Winsome, Mumps Giltwomann, 
and "Smiling Will” Ashill...
Up on the lawn of the 
Student Center, Sam’s plane (no 
pun intended) had landed and 
the two heroes were stepping 
out of it and greeting their 
friends.
“ H opping grasshoppers!” 
cried a senior slangily, “Where’d 
you get that queer vehicle?”
“Oh, this is just a little 
something we knocked together 
b e tw e e n  adven tu res th is  
summer,” explained Sam. 
HANDSOME
“ That Sam Plain is so 
handsome!” a girl was heard to 
whisper to her companion.
“ Yes and modest, too!” her 
friend replied. “ I much prefer 
him  to  th a t bully, Bob 
Winsome.”
All!’ U
“ Or any of his toadies!” said 
the first girl, her eyes flashing.
But the young ladies (who 
shall remain nameless here, so as 
not to besmirch their honor) had 
not reckoned with that vile 
sneak, Giltwomann, who told 
Winsome all he had overheard 
while standing behind the girls.
“What!” cried Smiling Will, 
“Two girls who are sweet on 
Plain!”
BIG CHANCE
“ This is our chance!” 
exclaimed Winsome. “ It will be 
even better than kidnapping 
their mothers!”
And with that, the bullies 
threaded through the crowd and 
grabbed the two girls from 
behind.
“Help! Help!” screamed the 
distressed young ladies. “We are 
being abducted!” And indeed 
they were. For the young 
“ thugs” were dragging them off 
tow ards Webster Hall, the 
hangout of the Winsome “gang” !
What were they to do?
-to  be continued next time!
an d  non-tenured  facu lty  
members.
•  New e m p h a s i s  on  
residential education, with the 
insistance that each college have 
some do rm ito ry  students. 
“ Except for land and site 
developm ent, the cost of 
providing additional housing 
should be paid for by the 
student,” the plan states.
•  Projected operating costs of 
$571 million annually by 1985, 
with capital costs approaching 
$240 to $300 million by the 
middle of the next decade.
•  New structural approaches 
in higher education, citing 
Thomas A. Edison College as 
“enabling some NJ residents to 
receive credit for skills and 
knowledge and complete part or 
all of the work toward a 
baccalaureate or associate degree 
without formal attendance at a 
campus.”
•  A uniform credit system so 
courses at one public college can 
be accepted by all as credit 
toward a degree.
•  Use of student polls and 
outside evaluation to study the 
quality of instruction.
The original working draft of 
Phase II was proposed in 
December 1970 by Dungan. 
Some proposals, since discarded, 
were:
•  C onso lida tion  o f  all 
graduate programs, with the 
exception of Rutgers University. 
Called the Graduate University 
of New Jersey (GUNJ), the 
conglomerate would be centrally 
controlled from Trenton.
Although the concept was 
dropped after vigorous- protests 
from  the s ta te  colleges, 
particularly MSC, the final draft 
of Phase II does state, “the 
priority of developing new 
spaces should be given to the 
expansion of undergraduate 
ed u c a tio n ”  because “ it is 
considerably more difficult to
create graduate schools of good 
quality.”
The document also comments 
that since established graduate 
schools continue to admit 
students across state boundaries 
it makes a “ fair share” of 
graduate education in New 
Jersey unnecessary.
REACTION
As a reaction to the withering 
reception the first draft received 
in most academic circles, a series 
of five public hearings were held 
from January to May 1971. The 
meetings were often highlighted 
by caustic exchanges between 
the  board m em bers and 
individuals testifying against the 
plan.
Dr. William Hazell, president 
o f  N e w a r k  Co l l e ge  of 
Engineering, testified March 2,
prepared a seven page booklet 
t itle d  “ An Analysis and 
Response...As viewed from the 
perspective of Montclair State 
College.” Richardson pointed 
out that the plan totally ignored 
v o c a t i o n a l  s tud ies, was 
disorganized and lacked any 
biblography,  documentary 
scources, index and list of 
consultants.
FOOTNOTES
The first draft of the plan had 
one footnote which commented 
that the enrollment at Jersey 
City State College might never 
reach 7500. The final draft has 
19 footnotes.
The 126 page paper was 
written by Dr. Bruce Robertson, 
state master planning director. 
Phase I of the plan was
MSC MASTER PLAN IV
A PIPE DREAM?~Part four o f the MSC Plan is impossible under 
current Trenton orders since one o f the document’s stipulations is a 
7500 enrollment ceiling. The entire MSC Master Plan was originally 
scheduled for completion by 1985.
1971 that the plan “proposed 
the amputation of a limb to cure 
a bad case of acid indigestion.”
One student who spoke at the 
last meeting, called specifically 
for students, commented that 
the plan’s goal should not be 
1985 but 1984.
MSC President Thomas H. 
Richardson,  who protested 
against the proposed first draft 
in the January hearing, then
completed when the board 
adopted 10 major goals of higher 
education and stated their 
intention that the Master Plan be 
formally reviewed every four 
years, with major revisions when 
necessary.
The reports were mandated in 
1966 when the state legislature 
created the Department of 
Higher Education.
MONTCLARION Soapbox
Dancers Outstepped
To the Editor:
l would appreciate it if you 
would take an interest in my 
concern. I am a member of 
Linda Roberts’ dance class 
which meets on Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 4 to 6 pm. 
Though my class has been 
scheduled to meet in Panzer gym 
B4, it has been expelled from 
this room so that the fencing 
club can use the space for 
practice. It seems strange to me 
that my interests in education, 
for which I pay good money, 
should come second to those of 
extra-curricular activities.
It is bad enough being closed 
right out of courses, let alone 
being closed right out of
classrooms. Please help me to 
accumulate enough credits to 
graduate before my four years 
are up.
June Flanagan 
Student
Editor’s Note: This letter is 
representative o f the 15 letters 
o f  protest members o f the dance 
c la ss  s u b m it te d  to th e  
MONTCLARION this week.
To the Editor:
In reference to the latest 
edition of La Campana, I would 
like to comment  on its 
traditionalistic style and poor 
commentary. For instance, the
Junior Ball was depicted with 
three pictures: one of this year’s 
La Campana editor, one of the 
band and a superbly candid shot 
of a table with couples suffering 
from a slight case of- “ rigor 
mortis.”
It is truly a pity that La 
Campana felt the Junior Ball was 
“ the same old thing,” when it 
truly was not. The staff of La 
Campana felt that the Christmas 
Ball, Junior Ball and Senior 
Banquet were all “dull” affairs. 
Let’s all hope that the comments 
and pictures in the next 
yearbook do not represent only 
the opinions of a select few.
Larry Bishop 
Political Science ’7J
Knudson Receives 
Playboy Premiere
"Symphony No. 1" by Paul 
Knudson, assistant music 
professor, will receive its world 
premiere in a concert by the 
MSC Concert Band, on Sun. 
Nov. 12 at the Playboy Club in 
McAfee, N J Also on the 
program will be another work by 
Knudson, "Concerto for Piano
Paul Knudson
and Concert Band" and the 
"Grand Symphony for Band" by 
Hector Berlioz.
th e  f irs t  movement of 
Knudson's symphony, written at 
the request of Melvin Bieman, 
former band director at Rutgers 
University, received its premiere 
in 1970 under the baton of
William Shadel who was then 
conductor of the MSC Concert 
Band. There was much critical 
acclaim.
Knudson received a $1000 
grant from the NJ State Council 
on the Arts to complete the 
symphony.
Catherine Carver Burton, 
pianist, an artist-member of the 
MSC music faculty, will be the 
guest soloist in Knudson's 
''C o n c e rto  fo r  Piano and 
Concert Band." The composer 
has written the concerto in the 
classical form with the role of 
the solo instrument being equal 
to that of the ensemble.
As a finale to the program, 
Dr. Ward Moore, who will be 
conducting the Concert Band, 
will conduct the band and a 
chorus of 100 voices in Berlioz's 
"Grand Symphony for Band." 
The chorus will be composed of 
students from Franklin, High 
Point, Newton and Sparta high 
schools.
Tickets for the performance, 
priced at $2.50 for adults and 
$1.50 for students, may be 
obtained at the MSC Music 
D epartm en t or by calling 
383-7778.
/ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' Reefer Madness
Early in the, 1930's, a movie was made to alert 
Americans to a growing scourge that threatened to destroy 
the youth of the country. It  was about the most evil of all 
drugs, one which was even more deadly than heroin and 
which marked the beginning of the end for anyone who 
smoked it-marijuana.
"Reefer Madness" was one of the exploitation films of 
the '30's, films which titillated the gallery with a flash of 
nyloned legs here or a frilly slip there.
The special effects make "Reefer Madness" a modern 
curio. For what else is there to do but chuckle when we see 
devotees frantically lighting up, their faces in ectsay, mouth 
foaming, eyes wide, their lust rampant as they yell, "Bring 
me some reefers."
PARK
1THEATRE*
NEW PRICE POLICY
Adults $1.5 0 a- ^ ^
265 BLOOMFIELD AVE., CALDWELL 226-0678
BURTOn IS 
'BLUEBEARD’
FRI-MIDNIGHT! NIGHT OF LIVING DEAD
STARTS NOVEMBER 8
A FR IC A N  E X H IB IT -The  A frican A r t  Exh ib it, on display in  Ballroom C o f  the Student Center, is 
halfway through its m onth and a h a lf run. The artifacts, many orig ina lly  from  western A frica and the 
Congo, w ill be on view u n til Nov. 11 on a daily basis from  10 am to 8 pm.
T h e  Investigation’
ETG Experiences Trial
By Jim Cassidy
S ta ff Writer
ETG, Player's experimental 
theatre group, will open their 
new season on Thurs. Oct. 26, 
with a performance of excerpts 
taken from "The Investigation" 
by Peter Weiss. The play is a 
condensation of the written 
record of the famous genocide 
t r i a l s  a t  N u r e m b u r g .  
The power of the script lies in 
the fact that the words were 
originally provided not by a 
playwright and actors but by 
actual witnesses accused at an 
actual trial.
The text is spare, almost 
skeletal. There are no stage 
directions provided by Weiss and
Singing roles in the 
opera workshop class 
(spring semester) are open 
to all students—not just 
music majors.
Contact Professor Jack 
Sacher by Fri. Oct. 27 for 
auditions. Friday is the 
last day.
th !T \
no hint is given as to how to go 
about producing his "play". 
ETG has taken heed of Weiss's 
one cautioning, and has not 
attem p ted  to  realistically  
"reconstruct the courtroom 
before which the proceedings of 
the camp trial took place." The 
freedom the author gives to any 
p r o d u c e r s  o f  ' ' T h e  
Investigation" was regarded by 
some members of ETG as a 
challenge to their ability to 
create an acceptable, theatrical 
rendering of Weiss's barren 
script.
Donnagae Testa, a senior 
speech and theater major who 
recently visited the campsite at 
Auschwitz, provided most of the 
tremendous amount of energy 
necessary to  weave ideas 
contributed by the group into a 
50 minute play. ETG's version is 
more represen tative  than  
com prehensive, a sort of 
thoughtful "condensation of a 
condensation." The power of 
the script is not diminished by 
the deletions and ETG's boldly
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH AND ADVISTO RY SERVICE
2 Sylvan S tree t (Suite 5)
R u therfo rd , N ew  Jersey 0 7 0 7 0  
(2 0 1 )  9 3 3 -6 1 1 7
C om plete  Educational Research M ateria l, Paper Backs-New & Used 
C om plete  M onarch & C liffs  Notes Listings 
O ffice  Hours: 9 -5  M o n .-F r i. 1 0 :3 0 -4  Sats.
(Sum m ers and Evenings Posted)
"WE G IVE RESULTS"
SEMINAR O N  ABORTION
slides-lecture-discussion 
featuring speakers from 
Right to Live Committee 
Birth Right
7:30 pm Student Center
Monday Nov. 6 4th floorm tg. rm.
symbolic staging drives the point 
of each scene home to the heart.
Work began from scratch on 
the production about two weeks 
ago. ETG began probing for 
possibilities by exploring aspects 
of concentration camp situations 
thru the use of improvisation 
"experiences." Appreciation and 
sensation of the horror of 
Auschwitz are important to any 
a c t o r  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  
communicate the reality of the 
camp.
Cast members include Mary 
Bruen, James Cassidy, Cheryl 
Clark, Rosie El, Ron Getto, Sue 
Moronski, Marian Murphy, Tony 
Salerno, Jim Van Trueren and 
Ed Zuckowski. Originally Joe 
Fitzpatrick, Grizelda Garcia, 
L inda H e a ly , Martin Van 
Trueren and Vince Ottera were 
scheduled to appear in the 
p r o d u c t i o n .  H o w e v e r  
involvement in "Cabaret" by the 
mem bers p ro h ib ite d  their 
appearance.
T h e r e  w i l l  be three  
p e r f o r m a n c e s  o f  " T h e  
Investigation" on Oct. 26, 27, 
28. The shows begin at 8 pm and 
will be held in College High 
Auditorium. Admission will be 
$.50.
SCHILLER’S
The Complete Bookstore 
G S P
Paramus Next to Gimbels
843-3727
Over 35,000 Titles in Stock. 
Including Large Selection in 
Phychology, History, Sociology, 
L ite ra tu re , Business, Film, 
Education, etc.
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SC Graffiti Reflects Varied Ideas
By Vincent Biunno and 
Joe DeCanto
S ta ff Writers
How do you keep bathroom 
wall writers happy and at the 
same time cut clean-up costs? 
The problem seems to have been 
solved by Gregory Carroll, 
assistant director of operations 
for the Student Center, who 
thought of installing large brown 
sheets of paper in each of the 
stalls in the mens' and ladies' 
rooms. The paper can be 
periodically changed which is I 
easier and cheaper th a t  
scrubbing the entire wall.
A visit to any bathroom on 
campus reveals walls adorned 
with messages left by students. 
They range in content from 
philosophy and religion to 
sexual accomplishments.
The ladies' room on the third 
floor of the Center contains 
graffiti based on two things, 
virginity and boy/girl problems. 
One student rearked that the 
walls "read more like Dear Abby 
than anything else." She hoped 
that the trend would change
toward a more light-hearted look 
at life.
The graffiti in the ladies' 
r o o m s  s u pp o r t s  George 
McGovern and is also more
philosophical and religious than 
its male counterpart. One paper 
contained an urge to "Praise the 
Lord" to which other Biblical 
references had been added. Love 
w a s  al so a d o m i n a n t  
Theme: "Love is a mystery; you 
can't save it or store it up but 
the more you use it the more 
you have."
Although the range of topics 
in the men's rooms was more 
diverse than female scribbling, it
was still very communicative. 
Sometimes as many as five 
different writers responded to a 
thought, either supporting the 
original idea or disagreeing with
it violently.
One writer, attempting - to 
praise the idea of the sheets, 
wrote, "Brilliant! This is the first 
advance in graffitti in 10,000 
years." Below this someone had 
added, "They didn't have toilets 
that long ago."
The remarks in the men's 
rooms were much more explicit 
a n d  w e r e  s o m e t i m e s  
accompanied by very artistic 
anatomical illustrations.
James Theriault, a sophomore 
at Jersey City State visiting 
MSC, observed that the "graffiti 
at MSC is more diversified than 
at Jersey City State." It deals
with more topics and has more 
varied viewpoints, he noted, 
adding that JCS graffitti was 
"definitely more politically and 
socially oriented."
According to Dr. Samuel 
P ra tt, sociology professor, 
campus graffiti tends to be both 
intellectual and friendly. Unlike 
restaurant or subway writing, 
the reason for this is that the 
campus is a familiar place to the 
students who many times may 
use the same bathrooms all the 
time.
Pratt, an authority on all 
forms of art in public places, 
defined graffiti as "an individual 
expression of one's own ideas 
rather than those of the 
system."
To put it simply, as one 
student explained, "you gotta 
keep from getting bored and this 
sure beats reading the Times."
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Stuarti Turns to TV
By Barbara Hartnett
S ta ff Writer
" I'll sing my heart out every 
night until I die," said the 
enthusiastic star in response to 
one of four standing ovations he 
received during a performance at 
Long Island's Westbury Music 
F a ir. His audience laughed 
appreciatively but they really 
didn't have to be told. The
Enzo Stuarti
sen tim ent was obvious in 
everything the man did.
The headliner was Enzo 
Stuarti, international singing star 
and world famous car buff who 
entertained the Music Fair's 
audience the week of Oct. 
10 with a warmth and style they 
would not soon forget. But this 
was more than the night club 
entertainer and television ad 
man we were used to seeing. The 
new Stuarti talked of something 
different in his career -acting.
He relaxed in his dressing 
room after the performance, 
having exchanged his stylish, 
deep red velvet jacket for more 
casual attire. He sat watching 
television and talking. His wavy 
gray hair, crystal blue eyes and 
virile good looks were even more 
impressive off stage. The little
man with the big tenor voice was 
soft-spoken and friendly as he 
spoke about his new endeavor.
" I just finished five days on 
'Young Doctor Kildare', "he 
explained. "I play a singer but I 
never sing a note. It's the 
Marilyn Monroe story and I play 
one of a flock of friends that she 
carries around—always with a 
glass in my hand and looking for 
ice," he quipped.
" IT 'S  NOT a big part, but 
you have to get your feet wet," 
he continued. "And it's a good 
part, a good little running part," 
he concluded.
Stuarti's producer, Sherman 
Ford, joined in the conversation 
after the Westbury performance. 
Talk turned to the album which 
the singer will cut in the next 
few weeks. "We're going very 
c o n t e m p o r a r y , "  F o r d  
commented, "then eventually 
I ’d like to record his whole act."
"We're going for a hit," 
Stuarti chimed in. His charming 
but businesslike producer 
echoed his sentiments. "We have 
to go for a hit because that's 
where everything starts," he 
said. "After that you can do 
whatever you want," Ford
concluded.
What would he do if he 
couldn't sing? The answer came 
q u ic k ly  and u nequi vocal ly - 
"race." In fact, he said it as if he 
would like to do it anyway. The 
fa c t that he has recently 
completed building, with the 
help of Mario Andretti, a 
completely customized sports 
car at the incredible cost of 
$ 4 0 , 0 0 0  may have had 
something to do with his quick 
response.
His love for cars and his life 
as a performer will soon come 
together in a television special 
called "A  Man, A Car, A Song 
and Rome."
Television has become an 
important part of his life and he 
is convinced that there is a 
future for Enzo Stuarti the 
actor. Later this year he will also 
be doing a segment o f 
"Mannix." "And the people in 
California asked if I would be 
interested in 'Ironside'," he told 
his Westbury audience.
"I said yes," he continued, 
"but on one condition. If and 
when Stuarti does 'Ironside,' it 
better be the first time that the 
Italians win in court."
YM-YW HA of Essex County
October 29th 760 Northfield Ave., West Orange, N.J. 1:00 P.M. until-
736-3200
FALL FAMILY FOLK FAIR
1:00-2:00 Children's Concert (for all ages)
2:00-4:00 Workshops: Banjo, Fiddle, Harmonica,
Blues, Ragtime, Etc.
7:30 until—  Folk Festival Concert 
with 10 outstanding Folk Artists
Refreshments Served
Prices for all day: Members $2.50 Guests $4.25 
Students (10) $2.00
Prices for individual events: call 736-3200
Beginning Mon. Oct. 23, the Student Center will present 
"Flash Gordon" in serial form. The serials will be shown 
every Monday and Wednesday until early December when 
the last episode will be offered.
The serial is part of the new Student Center Cinema 
Program. Through it the Student Center will offer free films 
at noon, two or three days a week.
In addition to the weekly cliff-hangers, the Center will 
offer a weekly full-length feature or special presentation 
throughout the remainder of the semester.
The fare is expected to alternate between camp, 
nostalgia and all-time box office classics. The Oct-Nov. 
schedule is listed below.
OCTOBER 9 Sons of the Desert
23 Flash Gordon 1 13 Flash Gordon VII
25 Flash Gordon II 15 Flash Gordon V III
26 Bunny Lake Is Missing 16 Fatal Glass of Beer
30 Flash Gordon III 16 The General
31 The Mummy's Hand 20 Flash Gordon IX
22 Flash Gordon X
N O VEM B ER 23 The Savage Eye
1 Flash Gordon IV 27 Flash Gordon XI
6 Flash Gordon V 29 Flash Gordon XII
8 Flash Gordon VI 30 The Gold Rush
V e r o n a
T h ^ ^ t r e
450 BLOOMFIELD AVE 
TOWN OF VERONA 
239-0880
Peter Sellers
as A lbert T. H op lnage l,
H osp ita l A dm in istrator, in
Where Does
X  It Hurt?”'®  “
Solitude At MSC
M O N T O  L A R I O N  Photo by Bob Adocfeio. M O N T C L A R IO N  P ho to  by Bornie Sluzas.
In o book... ■ In quiet meditation ...
And How You Find It
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photo  by B ob A dochlo . M O N T C L A R IO N  P ho to  by Bernle Sluzas.
With someone you love... And in your own kind of music.
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montclarion
scoreboard
GETTING A LIG H T LIFT
Lightweights (men from 165 
to 100 pound) are needed for 
Montclair State's weight-lifting 
club. Practices are now being 
held daily from 4 to 6 pm in the 
weight room in the basement of 
Panzer Gym. Interested persons 
are asked to contact supervisor 
Phil Grippaldi or assistant 
intramural director Barry Hennis 
at the athletic office.
SUDSY SHOOTING
Men interested in competing 
in the night basketball round 
robin tournament, beginning 
Mon. Nov. 13 until Wed. Dec. 
20, are requested to pick up 
applications at the athletic 
office. Games will begin at 9 pm 
and run until midnight or later. 
The winning team will represent 
Montclair State in the F. & M. 
S c h a e f e r  B r e w i n g  Co.  
Tournament.
OFFICIALS NEEDED
Officials are needed for the 
night intram ural basketball 
program. Interested persons are 
asked to leave their names in the 
space provided on the athletic 
d ep artm en t bulletin board 
located outside the athletic 
office.
SPIKED PUNCH
Those interested in forming 
teams for the co-ed intramural 
volleyball program are requested 
to pick up applications in the 
athletic office.
OUTDOOR HOOPSTERS
The Six-Killers edged Tau 
Lambda Beta,-15-14, to reach 
the finals of the intramural 
three-man half-court basketball 
tournament. The Six-Killers will 
face the Warriors who have 
beaten the Bombers, 17-14.
SINGLE PLAY
John Schmitt defeated Mark 
Fistes, 6-1, 6-4, to win the 
i n t r a mur a l  men's singles 
championship.
SNOW SESSION
Students pre-registered for 
the ski class (0879 0266 5488) 
will hold their first class meeting 
7 pm Monday in Panzer Lounge.. 
Bob Moran, manager of the 
Vernon Valley Ski Area, will be 
present to outline the course 
requirements.
If  unable to attend the class, 
contact Marilyn Taigia, ext. 
5243.
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photo by Bob A dochlo .
C O M IN ' THRU: What looks like a broken p lay actually may be one as foo tba ll intramurals w ind up their 
1972 season. Psi Chi w ill face Zeta Epsilon Tau and Tau Lambda Beta w ill challenge the Titans fo r the 
r ig h t to p lay in  the championship game to be held Mon. Nov. 6 under the lights a t Sprague Field.
MAC
MEETING
There will be an open 
Montclair Athletic Commission 
meeting 1 pm tomorrow in the 
fourth floor meeting room of 
the Student Center.
Final Football Standings
D IV IS IO N  I D IV IS IO N  II
W L PF PA W L PF PA
Psi Chi 3 1 72 24 Titans 4 0 4 9 6
Tau Lam bda Beta 3 1 6 4  24 Zeta  Epsilon Tau 3 1 43 35
A lph a  Sigma Mu 1 3 0 4 9 Tau Sigma D elta 2 2 33 24
Phi Lam bda Pi 0 4 12 48 Lam bda Chi D elta 0 4 0 63
Gam e Results
Zeta  Epsilon Tau  12, Psi Chi 8
Tau Lam bda Beta 26, Lam bda Chi D elta  0
Tau Sigma Delta 19, A lpha Sigma Mu 0
Titans won over Phi Lam bda Phi by fo rfe it
Tau Sigma D elta  over Lam bda Chi D elta  by fo rfe it
Only 30 Places Remain For
WINTER SESSION
Ian. 13 - Feb. 3
in
EUROPE
LONDON MUNICH VIENNA
Academic Credit For Courses In Sociology, Drama, Theater 
T -V  Production, Painting Sculpture and the Crafts, Dance, and Opera
Transportation only, also available J 145.00 
Round Trip N.Y.C. -  London -  N.Y.C.
RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE NOW!
Further Information, Itineraries, Registration, Cost, etc... 
Inquire! Office of International and Off Campus Learning Programs
LIFE HALL
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Tim O’Donoghue
The Quiet Man Comes to MSC
By John Tobiason
Sports Writer
"It's a big change going back. 
It's so quiet there, you know," 
Tim O'Donoghue said in a thick 
brogue. The Montclair State 
cross country  runner was 
describing his visit back home 
last summer. "There's quite a 
cultural difference, too."
Indeed there is. There are no 
refrigerators in Kerry, Ireland, 
where Tim was born and raised. 
There's no central heating either 
and no hot water. Nature 
literally lives next door, sharing 
the bleak, hilly landscape with a 
small population of farmers and 
fishermen. They haven't got too 
much in Kerry, and what they 
have is only the result of hard 
work.
TIM O'DONOGHUE got up
before the sun to do farm 
chores. He then would go to 
school, the equivalent of an 
American high school, coming 
home later to do more work.
Somewhere he found the time 
and dedication to run 50 to 60 
miles a week.
The MSC sophomore, who 
was the only member of his high 
school track team and who holds 
all the cross country records at 
Montclair, has just finished a 
work-out. He runs 100 miles a 
week.
With his usual determined 
style, arms and legs pumping 
with machine-like coordination, 
O'Donoghue seemed able to go 
on forever.
" I'V E  NEVER seen anyone 
work as hard as T im ," team 
co-captain Bill Lowing marveled. 
"He never lets up. He's full of 
confidence, but he's not resting 
on his laurels. He's just tough."
True to his past, Tim leads a 
harsh and simple life. Besides 
running, "I just study a lot," the 
physical education  major 
explained with a grin. "The 
education is harder here, you 
know. I've had no lead-up
courses in physical education so 
I've had to start from scratch."
His reason for coming to 
America in the first place was to 
ease the teacher shortage in his 
own country, where compulsary 
education has been in effect for 
only  f our  years. At the 
b e g i n n i n g  o f  his stay, 
O'Donoghue was apprehensive.
" I EXPECTED the people 
here to be more serious, to work 
harder, I guess to be more 
snobbish. But they are very 
good, very interesting and 
friendly."
Tim was also very shy and 
quiet at first. He still is, usually 
content just to smile or laugh 
with his friends. Sometimes it's 
for the best, such as when his 
teammates taught him some 
choice slang— just the words, 
not their real meanings. The 
postcards he sent soon after 
certainly livened up a few 
h o u s e h o l d s ,  as d id  his 
thought-to-be-friendly greetings.
M O N  TC  L A R I O N  P ho to  by Edd  O ’Connor.
TIM O ’DONOGHUE: " /  expected the people here to
be more serious, to work harder,
/  guess to be more snobbish. But 
they are very good. "
International Cycles 
51 Valley Road 
Clifton, N. J.
Sales Service Repairs
Over 100 bicycles in stock
SPECIALIZING in 10-Speed Bicycles 
ECKHARD E. RIEGER 
(201)742-7449 744-8324
Homecoming
Candlelight
Supper
Hypnotist $8.00
John Kolisch Per couP|e
Orchestra
Sat. Nov. 4 
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
CLASS OF 7 3 -IT 'S  TIME 
FOR SERIOUS PLANNING!
Financial security doesn’t 
just happen—it’s carefully 
planned. We have the ex­
perts to help you chart 
your financial course.
MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE 
A name to remember
CONTACT YOUR MONTCLAIR 
STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
at 622-6100
ask for:
Paul L. Feinberg
Anthony J. Cervasio Mark W. Hamilton, Jr.
Costa D o Sol
Rose.
Have it.
When voti ve had it.
HE: I finished the cups, teaspoons, 
knives, forks, salad bowl and 
egg beaters. What’s next?
SHE: Two glasses of Costa Do Sol.
Let’s drink up. . .  before you do 
the pots and pans.
Costa Do Sol vintage rosé. Slightly 
sweet, refreshing taste. Estate- 
bottled and cork-sealed for the 
working glass.
Full Quart
Imported from Portugal
Imported from the Sun Coast of Portugal by the Allens of M. S. Walker, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts.
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Defense Saves Indians
By David Benavage
Sports Writer
Thank goodness for Montclair 
State’s young, rugged defensive 
corps. Though none of these 
h a rd -h ittin g  tacklers were 
starters until this season, they 
still were able to balance out the 
Indians' offensive inability to 
move the ball. The defense set 
up most of the scoring plays for 
MSC as the Indians defeated 
William Paterson College, 23-7, 
last Saturday night before a 
crowd of 6500 at Sprague Field.
Coach Clary Anderson said, 
"On defense, our ends Bob 
Martin and Sylvester Burroughs 
played exceptionally well."
DEFENSIVE COACH Don
Mac Kay added that the reason 
for their improvement was that 
Martin and Burroughs have both 
f ul l y  recovered from early 
season injuries which had 
hampered their play.
The offensive hero of the 
game was MSC's own little 
sidewinder, Moses Lajterman. 
Lajterman, whose three field 
goals tied Dan Rodgers' 1966 
record for most field goals in a 
single game, put the Indians
ahead to stay with his first 
successful attempt at 8:11 in the 
third quarter.
To counteract his offense's 
inability to move the ball on the 
ground or through the air, 
Anderson replaced his two 
starting running backs, Franklin 
Walker and Al Thompson. He 
did it be reaching into his magic 
hat and pulling two new 
jack-rabbits in the form of Frank 
Ripley and Bob Hermanni.
RIPLEY CAME in in the 
second half and bulldozed 
through the Paterson defense, 
causing Anderson to say, "I will 
be using Ripley more as a 
running back now."
In referring to the poor 
offensive showing, Anderson 
said, "Our receivers were trying 
to catch the ball with one hand 
and Gary Acker was wild with 
his passes in the first quarter."
Acker had to be taken out of 
the game in the second quarter 
with a right shoulder injury.
A N D ER SO N  ADDED, "I
hated to go for the field goals 
when we were so close to the 
goal line, but our offense just 
couldn't punch it in."
MSC (23) WPC (7)
Statistics
16 First Downs 11
212 Rushing Yardage 170
4-38.3 Punts 8 31
106 Passlnq Yardaae 124
6-15 Passes 6 16
2 Fumbles Lost 1
4 3 Yards Penalized 6 54
MSC 0 7 6 10—23
WPC 7 0 0 0 -  7
Scoring
WPC—Revencll, 37 pass from McKinney 
(Reeder k ick)
MSC—Haddad, 23 pass from Acker 
(Lajterm an kick)
MSC— FG, Lajterm an 25 
MSC—FG, Lajterm an 31 
MSC— FG, Lajterm an 20 
MSC—Hermanni, 7 run 
(Lajterm an kick)
NJSCC
W L PF PA
Jersey C ity State 2 0 60 7
M ontc la ir State 1 0 23 7
Glassboro State 1 1 31 13
Trenton Stote 1 1 3 34
W illiam  Paterson 1 ? 13 29
Newark State 0 2 10 53
They’re
Halfway through the last 
overtime period in Saturday's 
Queens College game with 
Montclair State up, 3-2, a QC 
soccer player kicked the ball 
towards the Indian's goal. "It's
Chuck Doran
Height Hurts.
HOME: 746-0981 
BUS.. 783-7191
MARTY BARRETT SPORT SHOP 
T H E  S P O R T -IN
All sports equipment available 
specializing in tennis and hockey 
Racquets Restrung 
221 Bellevue Aye.
Upper Montclair, N.J.
10% Student Discount
" S a e c -ia ü iU  U t 'le a rn  S o led .
363 Bloomfield Avenue 
Montclair, N.J. 07042 
Phone: (201) 744-5406
W H O  WEARS NIKE?
•t
Many of this country's finest athletes THAT'S WHO 
45% of the Olympic Marathon Trial runners at Eugene-4 
of the top 7
1/3 of the Olympic Wrestling Trial finalists at Anoka 
Sydney Wicks and Geoff Petrie (the last two NBA Rookies 
of the Year)
THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING-NIKE HAS COME A 
LONG WAY IN THE FIRST YEAR OF ITS EXISTENCE.
NIKE BRUIN Basketball Shoe
SHOES FOR ALL 
SPORTS
COME AND SEE 
FOR
YOURSELF
OCT. 27—NOV. T1 Anyone with a qurrent Montclair State I.D. can 
purchase NIKE shoes at the special team prices usually reserved for 
high school and college athletes at:
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
363 BLOOMFIELD AVE. 
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photo by Edd  O ’Connor.
NO G AIN-M SC  defensemen, m iddle guard B ill C h ilco tt (72) and 
righ t tackle Bob Korzik (72) fo rc ib ly  bring down a William Paterson 
College runner in  Saturday night's game. R ight cornerback B ill 
Samartino (58), end Jan Bosard (83) and le ft  tackle Doug 
Kulikow ski (74) fo llo w  up the play. MSC won, 23-7.
Reusch and Doran
Tending to Business
in ,”  anguished goalie Greg 
Reusch moaned on the sidelines 
as he hid his face in his hands, 
trying not to watch fellow 
netminder Chuck Doran let in 
the tying goal.
But there's a happy ending to 
the story. As Reusch looked, the 
ball had trickled wide and into 
the hands of Doran. "Greg, 
you'd think YOU were in 
there," as MSC player called as 
Reusch breathed a sign of relief.
ACTUALLY, COACH Bob 
Wolfarth would like to see both 
of his goaltenders in at the same 
time. Reusch, at 5-foot-8 has 
trouble handling the high shots 
and his counterpart at 6-foot 
finds low shots troublesome.
His players readily admit 
their weaknesses. "How do you 
jump down at a ball?" Doran 
queried.
''IT 'S  FROM the knee," 
replied Reusch, getting out of 
his chair to demonstrate. "We'll 
work on it in practice. But you 
have to teach me how to jump," 
he joked.
loti? 
Hire a
Brida!
If Lit class is one of your 
hangups, make friends with
Cliff's Notes. Our 
titles cover more 
than 200 novels, 
plays and poems. 
They give you the 
help you need to 
keep up with-  
and understand-  
your reading as­
signments. See 
your bookseller or 
send for FREE 
title list...add 15f fora handy, re­
usable, waterproof drawstring 
bag. Cliff's Notes, Inc., Lincoln,
Nebr. 68501.
Ecology...we're working on ill
During the past 14 years Cliff's 
Notes has used over 2,400.000 tons 
of paper using recycled pulp
t o
There is a lot of joking on 
this team, the kind of easy 
b an te r th a t comes w ith  
confidence. "We're a loose 
team," Reusch stated. "Last 
year if we let in a goal everyone 
would yell at the goalie or the 
fullbacks who made the mistake. 
This year, when I let in the first 
goal, (against William Paterson)
it put us behind, 1-0. But Badma 
(Stepanow) came up to me and 
said 'Don't worry, we'll get it 
back.' And we did. In fact, we 
got five back," Reusch recalled.
Reusch, also known to 
teammates as Uniroyal for his 
black shirt with white-wall 
stripes, adm its to  being 
superstitious. He sports a black 
cap which he has worn in games 
since high school ("All the 
European goalies wear them.") 
and confessed to wearing the 
same socks and shirt (washed, of 
course!) when the team was 
undefeated its first four games.
DORAN, ON the other hand, 
admitted only to taping his little 
finger before a game, a habit 
from an injury that necessitated 
the taping.
"Actually you might call us 
the dynamic duo," Reusch 
remarked. "He's Batman and I'm  
Robin," he laughed.
CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston, Mass. 02215 
617-536-9700
Research m ateria l fo r Term papers, 
R e p o r ts , Theses, etc. LO W E S T  
PRICES. QUICK SERVICE. For 
in fo rm a tio n , please w rite  or call.
Greg Reusch
MSC’s Mad Hatter.
Mont clarion!
M O N T C L A R IO N  Photos by Bob A doch io .
A FOO T IN  THE H AN D : MSC's Gary Choka gets a piece o f  a Queens Co/e/ge player along w ith  the ba ll 
as he fo llows through on a short. Choka, who replaced the In ju red  Paul Papadogeorgopolous, ta llied the 
Indian's firs t goal and assisted on Manny Mennendez' w inning goal.
SLURP! Forward Roman Hanycz, who assisted on MSC's second 
goal w ith an accurate corner kick, pauses fo r a well-deserved d rink in 
Saturday's Queens College game.
MSC Crowns Queens 
On Overtime Goal, 3-2
By Joe Castronovo
Sports Writer
Manny Mennendez booted 
the winning goal in overtime for 
Montclair State's soccer team 
Saturday at Pittser Field as the 
Indians defeated Queens College 
of New York, 3-2.
The game, a Metropolitan 
Collegiate Conference battle, 
was the first of a four-game 
home stand for MSC. The 
Indians entertain Stoney Brook 
College this Saturday at 2 pm at 
Pittser Field.
MENNENDEZ'S SHOT, his
first tally of the season, came 
with 4:05 gone in the first 
overtime on a Gary Choka assist.
It was a typical match for the 
Indians this season. After MSC's 
Choka and Nick Mykulack 
scored first half goals (assisted 
by Bill Gaertner and Roman 
Hanycz respect i vely) ,  the 
Indians promptly blew their lead 
in the second half.
“That's been our biggest 
problem this year," coach Bob 
Wolfarth commented. “We're 
never able to come back 
offensively in the second half. 
Defensively we're quite sound, 
what with great goalies like 
Chuck offensively in the second 
half. Defensively we're quite 
sound, what with great goalies 
like Chuck (Doran) and Greg 
(Reusch), "he added.
ALTHOUGH THE Indian's 
record is quite impressive thus 
far, Wolfarth wasn't overflowing 
with optimism when speculating 
on future contests. Perhaps one 
of the reasons for his dismayjs
t h a t  b o t h  P a u l  
Papadogeorgopolous, who left 
the Queens game in the first 
half, and goalie Reusch, who 
didn't play, are injured.
"Paul is our leading scorer 
and is very valuable to the 
t e a m, ”  W olfarth remarked. 
"Pop" came out limping after 
colliding with a member of the 
opposition, but was up and 
around, watching from the 
sideline shortly afterward.
" It  (the injury) doesn't look 
too bad but we'll have to wait 
and see how it turns out," 
Wolfarth added.
OTHER INJURIES stemming 
from the Queen's match were to 
Caytano Bastidas, who left the 
game in the first half, and 
Mykulack, who went out in the 
second. Neither were seriously 
injured.
MSC had been leading 2-0 up 
until about midway in the 
second half. With 24:27 gone, 
QC's Dario Cortez scored on a 
penalty kick, and the Indians 
lead was cut in half.
Two minutes and 25 seconds 
later, QC's Israel Majzner, with 
an assist by Kees DeBruyn, 
scored his team's second goal he 
brilliantly out-maneuvered three 
MSC defenders and baffled 
goalie Chuck Doran to get the 
goal. He kicked the ball to 
Doran's right, hitting the inside 
post and deflecting the ball into 
the net.
THAT TIED the score, 2-2, 
with 19:35 left to play in 
regulation time. Neither team 
was able to muster up another
HE D ID N 'T  CHOKE: Gary Choka Heft, 22) watches ba ll sail towards the Queens goal fo r  his firs t score 
o f the season. Queens netm inder Morris Kutner Iforeground) had eight saves bu t le t this one get away.
goal and the match was sent into 
overtime. ,
After Mennendez's goal in the 
first 5-minute period. Queens 
was unable to tie the score again, 
giving the Indians their fourth 
victory against one defeat and 
one tie. Queens is now 3-3-1 
overall.
Score by Periods
MSC 2 0 1 0 -3
Queens 0 2 0 0—2
Goals
MSC—Choka, M ykulka, Menendez
Queen:—Cortes, Malzmer
Assists
MSC—Gaertner, Hanycz, Choka
Queens—DeBruyn
Saves
MSC—Doran (9)
Queens—Kutner (8)
TEAM  RECORDS:
MSC (5-11); Queens (4-3-1)
"W E GOT O N E !" Chief cheerleader and coach Bob Wolfarth roots 
home a score as his squad took Queens College in overtime, 3-2.
